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DEVICE

(57) The embodiments of the present invention relate
to a compression coding and decoding method, a coder,
a decoder and a coding device. The compression coding
method includes: extracting sign information of an input
signal to obtain an absolute value signal of the input sig-
nal; obtaining a residual signal of the absolute value sig-
nal by using a prediction coefficient, where the prediction

coefficient is obtained by prediction and analysis that are
performed according to a signal characteristic of the ab-
solute value signal of the input signal; and multiplexing
the residual signal, the sign information and a coding
parameter to output a coding code stream, after the re-
sidual signal, the sign information and the coding param-
eter are respectively coded, so as to improve compres-
sion efficiency of a voice and audio signal.
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Description

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Patent Application No. 200910107562.5, filed with the Chinese
Patent Office on June 1, 2009 and entitled "COMPRESSION CODING AND DECODING METHOD, CODER, DECODER
AND CODING DEVICE", and to Chinese Patent Application No. 200910149824.4, filed with the Chinese Patent Office
on June 25, 2009 and entitled "COMPRESSION CODING AND DECODING METHOD, CODER, DECODER AND
CODING DEVICE", which are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The embodiments of the present invention relate to the field of signal coding and decoding, and in particularly
to a signal compression technology, and specifically to a compression coding method and a compression decoding
method, a compression coder and a compression decoder, and a compression coding device.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] In order to save a bandwidth for transmitting and storing voice and audio signals, a corresponding voice and
audio coding technology has been widely applied. Currently, lossy coding and lossless coding are mainly divided. A
reconstructed signal and an original signal in the lossy coding cannot be completely consistent with each other, but
redundant information of a signal may be reduced to the maximum extent according to a feature of a sound source and
a perception feature of human-beings, a small amount of coding information is transmitted, and higher voice and audio
quality is reconstructed. For the lossless coding, it must be ensured that the reconstructed signal is completely consistent
with the original signal, so that quality of the last decoding may not be deteriorated at all. Generally speaking, a com-
pression rate of the lossy coding is higher, but the voice reconstruction quality is not ensured. Because the lossless
coding may reconstruct a signal without distortion, voice quality may be ensured, but the compression rate is lower. A
common lossless compression coder includes a short-term linear prediction coder (LPC, linear prediction coding), a
long term predictor (LTP, Long Term Prediction), and an entropy coder. LPC prediction is used to remove short-term
dependence of a voice signal, and LTP is used to remove long-term dependence of the voice signal, so as to improve
the compression efficiency.
[0004] However, an existing conventional prediction method cannot be applicable to all types of input signals, and for
some signals, by using these common prediction means, no compression gain can be obtained. For example, an input
signal that has a larger dynamic range and changes rapidly in a time domain, and has a white noise-like spectrum in a
frequency spectrum is difficult to be predicted and compressed, which severely affects compression efficiency of a voice
and audio signal.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] Embodiments of the present invention provide a compression coding method, a compression coding device,
a compression decoding method, and a compression decoding device, in order to improve the compression efficiency
of voice and audio signals.
[0006] An embodiment of the present invention provides a coding method, which includes: extracting sign information
of an input signal to obtain an absolute value signal of the input signal; obtaining a residual signal of the absolute value
signal by using a prediction coefficient, where the prediction coefficient is obtained by prediction and analysis that are
performed according to a signal characteristic of the absolute value signal of the input signal; and multiplexing the residual
signal, the sign information and a coding parameter to output a coding code stream, after the residual signal, signal, the
sign information and the coding parameter are respectively coded.
[0007] An embodiment of the present invention provides a compression coder, which includes: a sign extraction unit,
configured to extract sign information of an input signal; a prediction unit, configured to obtain a prediction coefficient
by prediction and analysis that are performed according to a signal characteristic of an absolute value signal that is
obtained after the sign information of the input signal is extracted; a residual calculation unit, configured to obtain,
according to the prediction coefficient, a residual signal of the absolute value signal for entropy coding; and a coding
unit, configured to respectively code the residual signal, the sign information and a coding parameter.
[0008] An embodiment of the present invention further provides a compression coding device, which includes the
preceding compression coder, and further includes a signal receiver, configured to receive an input signal; and a code
stream multiplexer, configured to multiplex sign information of the input signal, and a residual signal, and a coding
parameter of the compression coder to form a coding code stream, after the sign information of the input signal, and the
residual signal, and the coding parameter of the compression coder are respectively coded.
[0009] Therefore, by introducing the embodiments of the present invention, sign information of an input signal is
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extracted to obtain an absolute value signal of the input signal; a prediction coefficient is obtained by prediction and
analysis that are performed according to a signal characteristic of the absolute value signal of the input signal; a residual
signal of the absolute value signal is obtained by using the prediction coefficient; and the entropy-coded residual signal,
the quantized sign information, and a parameter required for coding are multiplexed to output a coding code stream.
Therefore, input signals with different characteristics can be effectively compressed, an obvious compression gain is
obtained, and compression efficiency of a voice and audio signal is improved.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] To describe the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present invention or in the prior art more clearly,
the accompanying drawings required for describing the embodiments or the prior art are introduced briefly in the following.
Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the following description are only some embodiments of the present invention,
and persons of ordinary skill in the art may also derive other drawings from the accompanying drawings without creative
efforts.
[0011] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a compression coding method according to a first embodiment;
[0012] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a compression coding method according to a second embodiment;
[0013] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a compression coding method according to a third embodiment;
[0014] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of mapping of an input signal according to an compression coding method
embodiment;
[0015] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a compression coding method according to a fourth embodiment;
[0016] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a compression coding method according to a fifth embodiment;
[0017] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a compression coding method according to an embodiment;
[0018] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a compression decoding method according to a first embodiment;
[0019] FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a compression decoding method according to a second embodiment;
[0020] FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of a compression coder according to a first embodiment;
[0021] FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of a compression coder according to a second embodiment;
[0022] FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram of another compression coder according to an embodiment;
[0023] FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of a compression decoder according to a first embodiment;
[0024] FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of a compression decoder according to a second embodiment; and
[0025] FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of a compression coding device according to an embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0026] The technical solutions in the embodiments of the present invention are clearly and fully described in the
following with reference to the accompanying drawings in the embodiments of the present invention. It is obvious that
the embodiments to be described are only a part rather than all of the embodiments of the present invention. Based on
the embodiments of the present invention, all other embodiments obtained by persons of ordinary skill in the art without
creative efforts shall fall within the protection scope of the present invention.
[0027] Generally, a conventional prediction method is not applicable to all types of input signals, and for some signals,
a better compression gain may not be obtained by adopting direct prediction. In the embodiments of the present invention,
sign removal processing is performed on an input signal, which is especially effective for a signal that does not have an
obvious prediction gain, and prediction and filtering are performed on the signal after sign removal according to a signal
characteristic of the signal after sign removal, so as to improve final compression efficiency.

Compression Coding Method Embodiment 1

[0028] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a compression coding method according to a first embodiment. The method
includes:
[0029] Step 101: Extract sign information of an input signal to obtain an absolute value signal of the input signal.
[0030] A voice and audio input signal to be coded includes two parts of information, one is the sign information in the
signal, and the other is the absolute value signal after the sign information is removed from the input signal. The extracted
sign information of the input signal is quantized to obtain quantized sign information.
[0031] Step 102: Obtain a residual signal of the absolute value signal by using a prediction coefficient, where the
prediction coefficient is obtained by prediction and analysis that are performed according to a signal characteristic of
the absolute value signal of the input signal.
[0032] A quantized prediction coefficient is used to perform prediction to obtain the residual signal, and entropy coding
is performed on the residual signal. The prediction coefficient adopted in this step may be preset, that is, a prediction
mode is determined according to the signal characteristic of the absolute value signal that is obtained after the sign
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information is removed from the input signal, and prediction and analysis are performed on the prediction mode to obtain
the prediction coefficient, or may be obtained after step 101 and before step 102.
[0033] Step 103: Multiplex the residual signal, the quantized sign information, and a parameter required for coding to
output a coding code stream, after the residual signal, the quantized sign information, and the parameter required for
coding are respectively coded.
[0034] In this step, the coding code stream generated by multiplexing includes the residual signal obtained by entropy
coding and the sign information obtained by quantization, and further includes a coding parameter required by a coding
end after coding. The coding parameter is used by a decoding end for decoding. The coding parameter includes, but is
not limited to, a mapping coefficient, a quantization parameter, a prediction coefficient, or side information. The side
information includes a prefix code of a coding mode identifier.
[0035] By introducing this embodiment, input signals with different characteristics can be effectively compressed, an
obvious compression gain is obtained, and compression efficiency of a voice and audio signal is improved.

Compression Coding Method Embodiment 2

[0036] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a compression coding method according to a second embodiment. The method
includes:
[0037] Step 201: Extract a sign of each sampling point in an input signal to obtain sign information and an absolute
value signal of the input signal.
[0038] A voice and audio input signal includes sign information representing positive and negative properties and an
absolute value signal representing signal amplitude. Generally, the sign information is expressed by using a binary
system, that is, 0 and 1, and definitely, may also be flexibly set according to a coding end device within an available
range. When a sampling point of the input signal is a negative value, sign information of the sampling point is 0, and on
the contrary, the sign information of the sampling point is 1. The sign information of the input signal is expressed as a
binary sequence, and for a sampling point, sign information of the sampling point may be expressed as sign(n), where
n is a natural number smaller than N, and N is the number of sampling points of the input signal. An absolute value
signal z of the input signal is obtained at the same time with the sign information, and the input signal whose sign
information is removed is the absolute value signal. The input signal represented as y is taken as an example, when a
sampling point y(n) is a negative value, an absolute value signal of the sampling point is z(n) = -y(n); while when the
sampling point y(n) is a positive value, the absolute value signal of the sampling point is z(n) = y(n), so that the absolute
value signal may be uniformly expressed as z(n) = |y(n)|.
[0039] Step 202: Perform quantization and coding on the extracted sign information of the input signal to obtain
quantized sign information.
[0040] When the sign information of the input signal is expressed by using the binary system, binary coding may be
adopted to quantize the sign information to obtain a quantized sign, and the binary coding includes 0/1 binary coding,
run-length binary coding, or other types of binary coding. Taking the 0/1 binary coding for example, the 0/1 binary coding
directly writes 0/1 sign information representing positive and negative properties into a coding bit stream. If a change
frequency of a sign value of the y(n) is lower, that is, a situation where a positive value or a negative value consecutively
appears occurs frequently, a run-length binary coding method may be used. The run-length binary coding method is
described as follows.
[0041] First, run-length coding information is analyzed, for example, frame length is N=40, an appearing sequence of
values of a sampling point is: consecutive 10 positive values, consecutive 8 negative values, consecutive 18 positive
values, and consecutive 4 negative values, and run-length information may be expressed as ((0, 10), (1, 8), (0, 18), (1,
4)). Then, the run-length information is coded. Since only two values exist, optimization may be performed to some
extent when the information is coded. For example, merely sign information of a first group is coded, and the number
of consecutive appearing times of the sampling point of the same sign in other groups is coded, so that the run-length
information to be coded in this example is ((0, 10), (8), (18), (4)).
[0042] Step 203: According to a signal characteristic of the obtained absolute value signal, determine a prediction
mode used for performing prediction and analysis on the absolute value signal of the input signal.
[0043] The signal characteristic of the absolute value signal includes a frequency spectrum energy characteristic, a
frequency spectrum distribution characteristic, and a frequency spectrum type that embody a feature of the voice and
audio signal. The prediction mode may also be selected according to an environmental parameter in addition to the
signal characteristic, for example, may be determined by estimating prediction complexity and a bit number required for
transmitting a prediction coefficient. In this embodiment, taking as an example that the prediction mode is selected from
a short-term LPC prediction mode and a fixed coefficient prediction mode, by analyzing a frequency spectrum, if the
frequency spectrum of the absolute value signal changes greatly and does not concentrate in a certain frequency band,
and the prediction complexity is higher, under this circumstance, the short-term LPC prediction may be selected pref-
erentially. If the energy of the absolute value signal mainly concentrates in a certain frequency band or in several
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frequency bands according to the characteristic of the absolute value; other frequency bands form a noise-like spectrum;
the prediction complexity required by the solution is relatively lower; and a bit number required for transmitting the
prediction coefficient is smaller; the fixed coefficient prediction may be used preferentially. Furthermore, if most of the
energy of the absolute value signal concentrates in a low frequency, a predictor having a similar high-pass filtering effect
needs to be selected. Definitely, a selection standard of the prediction mode is not limited to the preceding modes, and
may also include other standards well-known to persons skilled in the art. Moreover, each standard may be adopted in
combination or adopted selectively.
[0044] Step 204: Perform prediction and analysis on the determined prediction mode to obtain a prediction coefficient
of the absolute value signal.
[0045] According to the description in step 203, if it is determined to use the short-term LPC prediction, a Levinson-
Durbin algorithm may be applied to the absolute value signal to obtain a corresponding p-order short-term LPC prediction
coefficient a(i), where i=1, ..., p, and a value of p generally ranges from 1 to 16, and a corresponding predictor is:

 If it is determined to use the fixed coefficient prediction, taking the absolute value signal obtained after

the sign removal into consideration, the dependence of the sampling point is enhanced, and the energy of the signal
mainly concentrates in a low frequency, a predictor having a high-pass filtering effect may be designed. Furthermore,
considering compression efficiency and complexity, and lossless implementation of a fixed point, for example, a predictor
in the following series may be designed:

where m =0, 1, .., L, and L<(N-1).
[0046] The preceding predictor may also be expressed by using a prediction value form as follows: 

where z’(n) represents a prediction value of the signal, and in
order to facilitate the lossless implementation of the fixed point, the prediction coefficient is designed as 1/2m, where m
may be equal to 2. The following expression is obtained: 

[0047] where z’(n) is the prediction value of the signal, and the prediction coefficient is 0.25, and the prediction coefficient
facilitates the lossless implementation of the fixed point. The design of the filter may also be varied according to lossless
or lossy voice and audio coding and decoding application, so as to ensure that the prediction coefficient by prediction
and analysis that are performed according to the determined prediction mode is obtained.
[0048] When a fixed coefficient is adopted, two different kinds of implementation may exist, that is, only one set of
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fixed coefficients is used, and at least two sets of fixed coefficients are used for switching. If only one set of fixed
coefficients is used, no information needs to be quantized and transmitted, and the same set of prediction coefficients
is used for coding and decoding. If more than one set of fixed coefficients are used for switching, several different
candidate sets of fixed coefficients need to be selected, and a selection standard is to see which set of fixed coefficients
makes a final coding bit number smallest. For example, candidate fixed prediction coefficients are the first two sets of
fixed prediction coefficients of the preceding predictor. First, the two sets of fixed prediction coefficients are respectivley
used to predict the z(n) to obtain a residual signal and obtain a bit number required for quantizing the residual signal,
and a set of coefficients with the smaller reuqired bit number is selected. A principle that makes a sum of the energy of
the residual signal or a sum of the absolute values of the residual signal smaller may be used to determine which set of
prediction coefficients is adopted.
[0049] Step 205: Determine whether to quantize the prediction coefficient according to the prediction coefficient, and
if it is determined to be yes, quantize the prediction coefficient to obtain a quantized prediction coefficient.
coefficient a(i) is quantized to obtain a quantized prediction coefficient â(i). When the fixed coefficient prediction and
analysis is performed to obtain the fixed prediction coefficient, switching is perfomed between two kinds of prediction
implementation manners by using the fixed prediction coefficients, that is, by using only one set of fixed prediction
coefficients and by using at least two sets of fixed prediction coefficients. If only one set of fixed prediction coefficients
is used, no information needs to be quantized and output, and the same set of fixed prediction coefficients is adopted
by a coding end and a decoding end. If more than one set of fixed prediction coefficients are used for switching, the
several different candidate sets of fixed coefficients need to be selected, and then a serial number of the selected fixed
prediction coefficient is coded and quantized.
[0050] Step 206: Calculate a residual signal of the absolute value signal according to the prediction coefficient.
[0051] For the short-term LPC prediction, a residual signal e(n) of each sampling point is obtained through the quantized
prediction coefficient â(i), the absolute value signal of the sampling point, and absolute value signals of the first p sampling
points. In specific implementation, the following manner may be adopted: 

[0052] For the fixed prediction, the residual signal e(n) may be obtained according to the prediction coefficient deter-
mined through the switching of the prediction coefficients as described in step 204, and by using the prediction coefficient
and the predictor that are determined in step 204, the residual signal e(n) of each sampling point is obtained through
the fixed prediction coefficient, the absolute value signal of the sampling point, and absolute value signals of the first 2m

sampling points, that is, e(n) = z’(n) - z(n). For example, in specific implementation, the following manner may be adopted: 

where m=0, 1, .., L, and L < (N-1).
[0053] If m = 2, in specific implementation, the following manner may be adopted: 

[0054] The prediction coefficient used in this step may be obtained through step 203 and step 204, and may also be
preset. A preset method is the same as that in step 203 and step 204, and the difference lies in that, a preset prediction
coefficient is directly used for calculating the residual signal in step 206, that is, the prediction coefficient may be obtained
after step 202 or before step 201.
[0055] Step 207: Perform entropy coding on the residual signal.
[0056] The entropy coding may be performed by adopting entropy coding modes, such as rice coding, huffman coding,
and arithmetic coding.
[0057] Step 208: Multiplex the residual signal that is entropy-coded, the sign information that is quantized, and a coded
coding parameter to output a coding code stream.
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[0058] Multiplexed data includes the entropy-coded residual signal and the quantized sign information, and further
includes the coded coding parameter used for instructing the decoding end to perform decoding correctly. The coding
parameter varies according to different technical means adopted by the coding end, and generally the coding parameter
includes a mapping coefficient, a prediction coefficient, a quantization parameter, or side information. The side information
includes a prefix code of a coding mode identifier. The information is transmitted through an identifier, a sign or data in
a bit stream. Taking the fixed prediction coefficient as an example, a code of the fixed prediction coefficient that is coded
and quantized in step 205 serves as a coding parameter, and is coded and multiplexed by using 1 bit and then output
to the decoding end.
[0059] This embodiment may be applied to lossless coding of a voice and audio signal, and may also be applied to
lossy coding or other data compression technologies.
[0060] By introducing this embodiment, input signals with different characteristics can be effectively compressed, an
obvious compression gain is obtained, and compression efficiency of a voice and audio signal is improved.

Compression Coding Method Embodiment 3

[0061] Step 201 to step 208 can be performed on the input signal in Embodiment 2 because the input signal is a zero-
mean signal. Being different from Embodiment 2, in this embodiment, an input signal needs to be recognized to judge
whether the input signal is a zero-mean signal before each step in Embodiment 2 are performed.
[0062] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a compression coding method according to a third embodiment. The method
includes:
[0063] Step 300: Judge whether an input signal is a zero-mean signal, and if the input signal is a zero-mean signal,
step 301 is performed subsequently; otherwise, the input signal is mapped to obtain a zero-mean signal.
[0064] The mapping the input signal to obtain the zero-mean signal includes: selecting a mean value of the input signal
as a mapping coefficient according to sampling point distribution of the input signal, and performing a mapping operation
on the input signal and the mapping coefficient to obtain a zero-mean signal. Specifically, according to distribution of an
input signal x(n), a mapping coefficient K is selected, so that the input signal is symmetrically distributed on two sides
of a K value. The mapping coefficient K may be selected as a mean value of the input signal x(n), which is represented

as:  where K ∈ [min(x(n)),max(x(n))]]. The K value is added or subtracted to obtain a mapping signal

y(n). The y(n) is a zero-mean signal, and if K is a negative value, y(n) = x(n)+K; and if K is a positive value, y(n) = x(n)-K.
[0065] Other special mapping methods may also be adopted to obtain the zero-mean signal. For example, the input
signal is an A-law or u-law signal of a g711 code stream. Since a value of a code stream signal is not consistent with a
value of an actual voice signal represented by the code stream signal, mapping conversion needs to be performed.
Taking u-law mapping of an input signal of [0, 255] for example, through an operation in this embodiment, the input
signal is mapped to [-128,127] to form a zero-mean signal, as shown in FIG. 4. In this mapping process, the mapping
coefficient may not be transmitted, and a decoding end only needs to perform inverse mapping according to a mapping
rule of a coding end.
[0066] Steps 301 to 308 are the same as steps 201 to 208 in Embodiment 2.
[0067] By introducing this embodiment, the preceding steps are performed by using the zero-mean signal. Based on
that operation complexity is less affected, an input signal after mapping and judgment, and an input signal after mapping
and sign removal can be effectively compressed, an obvious compression gain is obtained, and compression efficiency
of a voice and audio signal is improved.

Compression Coding Method Embodiment 4

[0068] In combination with the coding method embodiment 2, step 400 in this embodiment is further included before
step 201 in the coding method embodiment 2; or, in combination with the coding method embodiment 3, step 400 in this
embodiment is further included before step 300 in the coding method embodiment 3, so as to judge whether a frame
characteristic of an input signal satisfies a preset condition.
[0069] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a compression coding method according to a fourth embodiment. The method
includes:
[0070] Step 400: Recognize that a frame characteristic of the input signal satisfies a preset condition.
[0071] The input signal has different frame signal characteristics, and different signal characteristics are applicable to
different compression coding solutions. A preset condition is set to judge whether the frame characteristic of the input
signal satisfies the preset condition, so as to determine a subsequent operation. The preset condition may be the size
of a dynamic range of the input signal and/or a change speed of the input signal. For example, if the dynamic range of
the signal is larger, and the signal changes faster, and most of sampling points are distributed at two ends of extremely
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positive/negative values, it is recognized that the frame characteristic of the input signal satisfies the preset condition,
and step 401 is performed subsequently. For example, a threshold may be respectively set on the two ends of the
extremely positive/negative values of the input signal, for example, K1 = 37 and K2 = 165. If a value of a sampling point
x(n) ∈ [0, K1] is input, it indicates that the sampling point is at the extremely negative end; if a value of a sampling point
x(n) ∈ [128, K2] is input, it indicates that the sampling point is at the extremely positive end; and if the number of the
sampling points at the two ends exceeds 70% of the total number of the sampling points in the whole frame, it is recognized
that the frame characteristic of the input signal satisfies the preset condition, and a subsequent step is performed.
[0072] Steps 401 to 408 in this embodiment are the same as steps 201 to 208 in the coding method embodiment 2,
and step 300 in the compression coding method embodiment 3 may also be performed between step 400 and step 401,
to map the input signal that is not a zero-mean signal to obtain a zero-mean signal.
[0073] By introducing this embodiment, recognition is performed before a mapping step or before a mapping and sign
removal step, so that more input signals applicable to the present invention can be effectively compressed, an obvious
compression gain is obtained, and compression efficiency of a voice and audio signal is improved.

Compression Coding Method Embodiment 5

[0074] In combination with the coding method embodiment 2, step 500 in this embodiment is further included before
step 201 in the coding method embodiment 2; or, in combination with the coding method embodiment 3, step 500 in this
embodiment is further included before step 300 in the coding method embodiment 3, so as to recognize that a compression
gain obtained by coding the input signal using at least one of other ordinary coding modes is smaller than or equal to a
preset threshold.
[0075] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a compression coding method according to a fifth embodiment. The method
includes:
[0076] Step 500: Recognize that a compression gain obtained by coding the input signal using at least one of other
ordinary coding modes is smaller than or equal to a preset threshold.
[0077] Judge whether a compression gain is obtained when another ordinary coding mode is used for the input signal,
and if no compression gain is generated, step 501 is performed. Whether the compression gain is obtained is determined
based on that whether the number of bytes required for coding is smaller than the size of original data. Taking frame
length N = 40 for example, if the number of bytes required by another ordinary coding mode is smaller than 40, it indicates
that the compression gain is obtained, and another ordinary coding mode may be an optimal mode among multiple
coding modes or any of the coding modes. The optimal coding mode is set according to different application scenarios,
for example, the optimal coding mode is a coding mode adopted when the number of bits /bytes required for coding is
the smallest. A key factor of compression coding is a compression gain, and a gain in different coding modes is recognized
to select a coding mode, so that coding efficiency may be effectively improved.
[0078] Steps 501 to 508 in this embodiment are the same as steps 201 to 208 in the coding method embodiment 2.
Furthermore, this embodiment further includes step 509: further judging whether the number of bits required for coding
information, such as a residual signal and a sign generated in steps 501 to 508, is smaller than the size of originally
input data, and if yes, outputting a coding bit stream and mode information of the coding information, such as the residual
signal and the sign; and if no, directly outputting the originally input data by using direct coding.
[0079] Step 300 in the compression coding method embodiment 3 may also be performed between step 500 and step
501, to map an input signal that is not a zero-mean signal to obtain a zero-mean signal. This embodiment may also be
in parallel with the coding method embodiment 4, and a subsequent step is performed when step 400 and step 500 are
both satisfied, or a preferential judgment condition is set. For example, the judgment in step 400 is performed first, and
when step 400 is satisfied, a subsequent operation is performed, and the judgment in step 500 is not performed. As
shown in FIG. 7, this embodiment further includes step 509.
[0080] By introducing this embodiment, recognition is performed before a mapping step or before a mapping and sign
removal step, so that more input signals applicable to the present invention can be effectively compressed, an obvious
compression gain is obtained, and compression efficiency of a voice and audio signal is improved.
[0081] Through the compression coding method embodiments 1 to 5, a coding code stream is output from a coding
end, and the coding code stream enters a decoding end; and the decoding end decodes a signal according to the
received coding code stream to obtain an output signal, and the output signal is an original signal. A compression
decoding method performed by the decoding end is a reverse process of the compression coding method, and the
decoding end needs to restore the original signal actually through data decompression in the code stream.

Compression Decoding Method Embodiment 1

[0082] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a compression decoding method according to a first embodiment. The method
includes:
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[0083] Step 601: Demultiplex a coding code stream to obtain sign information, a residual signal and a coding parameter.
[0084] The coding parameter may include a mapping coefficient, a prediction coefficient, a quantization parameter,
or side information. The coding parameter differs according to different compression coding implementation solutions.
The coding parameter is used to support accurate decompression of parsed coding code stream in the compression
decoding method.
[0085] Step 602: Synthesize the residual signal that is entropy decoded to obtain an absolute value signal.
[0086] Step 603: Inverse-quantize the sign information according to the decoded coding parameter to obtain a sign
signal.
[0087] Step 604: Synthesize the absolute value signal and the sign signal to obtain an output signal.
[0088] By introducing this embodiment, input signals with different characteristics can be effectively compressed, an
obvious compression gain is obtained, and compression efficiency of a voice and audio signal is improved.

Compression Decoding Method Embodiment 2

[0089] FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a compression decoding method according to a second embodiment. The
method includes:
[0090] Step 701: Demultiplex a coding code stream to obtain sign information, a residual signal, and a coding parameter.
[0091] According to the preceding different compression coding embodiments, the demultiplexed coding parameter
is decoded to obtain a decoded coding parameter. The coding parameter may include any one or more kinds of the
following: a quantization parameter and a prediction coefficient, or a fixed prediction quantization parameter, a mapping
coefficient, and side information. The coding parameter is placed in the coding code stream through a sign, an identifier
or data, and is transmitted to a decoding end. Different solutions include different coding parameters, for example, if a
set of fixed prediction coefficients is used for prediction in a compression coding method, no prediction parameter needs
to be coded and transmitted; if more than one set of fixed prediction coefficients are used for switching in the compression
coding method, a parameter embodying prediction information in the coding parameters includes a fixed prediction
quantization parameter, that is, identification information that may embody a serial number of the fixed prediction coef-
ficient; and if short-term LPC prediction is adopted in the compression coding method, the parameter embodying the
prediction information in the coding parameters includes the prediction coefficient.
[0092] Step 702: Perform entropy decoding on the residual signal according to the decoded coding parameter to obtain
an absolute value signal through synthesis.
[0093] Entropy decoding is performed on the demultiplexed residual signal, and the residual signal of each sampling
point is synthesized to obtain the absolute value signal according to the prediction coefficient in the coding parameter.
[0094] For example, in the short-term LPC prediction, an absolute value signal z(n) is obtained by a reverse process

of obtaining a residual signal  in the compression coding method; therefore, the

synthesizing the residual signal to obtain the absolute value signal may be implemented in the following manner: 

[0095] In the fixed prediction coefficient prediction, the absolute value signal z(n) is obtained by a reverse process of

obtaining the residual signal  in the compression coding method; therefore, the

synthesizing the residual signal to obtain the absolute value signal may be implemented in the following manner: 

and if m = 2 in the preceding formula, 
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where 0.25 is the prediction coefficient.
[0096] Step 703: Inverse-quantize the sign information to obtain a sign signal according to the decoded coding pa-
rameter.
[0097] An inverse-quantization process reverse to that in the compression coding method is performed on the sign
information according to the quantization parameter in the coding parameter to obtain an inverse-quantized sign signal.
[0098] Step 704: Synthesize the absolute value signal and the sign signal to obtain an output signal.
[0099] Step 705: Inverse-map the output signal by using the mapping coefficient in the decoded coding parameter.
[0100] When the coding parameter includes the mapping coefficient, according to the mapping coefficient in the coding
parameter, inverse mapping reverse to that in the compression coding method is adopted to restore an original voice
and audio signal, and the compression decoding method ends.
[0101] When some other special mapping methods are adopted in coding, the mapping coefficient may not need to
be transmitted, and the inverse mapping reverse to that in the compression coding method is directly used to restore
an original voice and audio signal. The compression decoding method ends.
[0102] Furthermore, the coding parameter in this embodiment may further include side information, used for identifying
information in different implementation means applied to the input signal in each compression coding embodiment. Other
compression decoding method embodiments may be implemented correspondingly to each compression coding method
embodiment, and the difference lies in that, each compression decoding embodiment is a reverse process of the cor-
responding compression coding embodiment. For persons skilled in the art, these are all implementable embodiments
and are solutions that may be obtained through the compression coding method.
[0103] By introducing this embodiment, input signals with different characteristics can be effectively compressed, an
obvious compression gain is obtained, and compression efficiency of a voice and audio signal is improved.

Compression Coder Embodiment 1

[0104] FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of a compression coder according to a first embodiment.
[0105] The compression coder in this embodiment includes a sign extraction unit 11, a prediction unit 12, a residual
calculation unit 13, and a coding unit 14. The sign extraction unit 11 configured to extract sign information of an input
signal. The prediction unit 12 is configured to obtain a prediction coefficient by prediction and analysis that are performed
according to a signal characteristic of an absolute value signal that is obtained after the sign information of the input
signal is extracted. The residual calculation unit 13 is configured to obtain, according to the prediction coefficient, a
residual signal of the absolute value signal for entropy coding. The coding unit 14 is configured to respectively code the
residual signal, the sign information and a coding parameter.
[0106] In this embodiment, the sign extraction unit 11 of the compression coder extracts the sign information of the
input signal, and processes the input signal, to respectively obtain the sign information and the absolute value signal of
the input signal. The sign extraction unit 11 sends the absolute value signal that is obtained after the sign information
is extracted to the prediction unit 12. The prediction unit 12 analyzes the signal characteristic of the absolute value signal,
determines a prediction coding mode, performs prediction and analysis according to the determined prediction coding
mode to obtain the prediction coefficient, and sends the prediction coefficient to the residual calculation unit 13. The
residual calculation unit 13 uses a predictor corresponding to the prediction coefficient to perform prediction on the
absolute value signal according to a sampling point to obtain a residual signal of each sampling point of the absolute
value signal. The coding unit 14 is configured to code the residual signal, the sign information and the coding parameter.
The compression coder outputs the coded sign information and residual signal.
[0107] Furthermore, the prediction unit includes a mode unit 121, configured to determine a prediction mode according
to the signal characteristic of the absolute value signal of the input signal, where the signal characteristic includes a
frequency spectrum energy characteristic and a noise characteristic of the absolute value signal, complexity of performing
the prediction, or the number of bits required for transmitting the prediction coefficient; and a prediction coefficient
obtaining unit 122, configured to perform prediction and analysis on the determined prediction mode to obtain the
prediction coefficient. The coding unit includes performing entropy coding on the residual signal, quantizing the sign
information, and coding the coding parameter.
[0108] This embodiment may also be implemented correspondingly to the compression coding method embodiment 2.
[0109] By introducing this embodiment, input signals with different characteristics can be effectively compressed, an
obvious compression gain is obtained, and compression efficiency of a voice and audio signal is improved.
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Compression Coder Embodiment 2

[0110] FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of a compression coder according to a second embodiment.
[0111] Based on the compression coder embodiment 1, this embodiment further includes a mapping unit 15, configured
to map the input signal to obtain a zero-mean signal. In the compression coder embodiment, the input signal is a zero-
mean signal. For the input signal, when it is impossible to know whether the input signal is a zero-mean signal, the
compression coder further includes a mapping unit 15. The mapping unit 15 includes a coefficient unit 151, configured
to select a mean value of the input signal as a mapping coefficient according to distribution of sampling points of the
input signal; and an operation unit 152, configured to perform a mapping operation on the input signal and the mapping
coefficient to obtain a zero-mean signal, and send the zero-mean signal to the sign extraction unit 11. Furthermore, the
mapping unit 15 may further include a signal judging unit 153, configured to judge whether the input signal is a zero-
mean signal, and when the input signal is a zero-mean signal, send a signal judgment result to the coefficient unit 151.
This embodiment may also be implemented correspondingly to the compression coding method embodiment 3.
[0112] In another compression coder embodiment 3, the compression coder further includes a first pre-processing
unit 16. The first pre-processing unit 16 is configured to recognize that a frame characteristic of the input signal satisfies
a preset condition, and send a recognition result to the sign extraction unit 11 or the mapping unit 15. This embodiment
may also be implemented corresponding to the compression coding method embodiment 4.
[0113] In another compression coder embodiment 4, the compression coder further includes a second pre-processing
unit 17. The second pre-processing unit 17 is configured to recognize that a compression gain obtained by coding the
input signal using at least one of other ordinary coding modes is smaller than or equal to a preset threshold, and send
the recognition result to the sign extraction unit 11 or the mapping unit 15. This embodiment may also be implemented
correspondingly to the compression coding method embodiment 5, and the compression coder embodiments 3 and 4
may also be implemented in combination, as shown in FIG. 12.
[0114] By introducing this embodiment, input signals with different characteristics can be effectively compressed, an
obvious compression gain is obtained, and compression efficiency of a voice and audio signal is improved.
[0115] At a coding end, a collected voice and audio signal enters a compression coder, data after being compressed
and coded by the compression coder is re-processed to form a coding code stream, and the coding code stream is sent
to a decoding end. The decoding end parses the received coding code stream to obtain data to be decoded, and
decompression is performed to restore an original signal through compression decoder embodiments described in the
following.

Compression Decoder Embodiment 1

[0116] FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of a compression decoder according to a first embodiment.
[0117] The compression decoder in this embodiment includes a decoding unit 23, a synthesizing unit 22, and a signal
outputting unit 21. The compression decoder decompresses a parsed coding code stream by using a reverse process
to that of a compression coder. The decoding unit 23 respectively decodes demultiplexed sign information, a demulti-
plexed residual signal and a demultiplexed coding parameter to obtain a decoded sign signal, residual signal and coding
parameter. The synthesizing unit 22 synthesizes the residual signal to obtain an absolute value signal according to the
decoded coding parameter. The signal outputting unit 21 synthesizes the decoded sign signal and the absolute value
signal to obtain an output signal.
[0118] By introducing this embodiment, input signals with different characteristics can be effectively compressed, an
obvious compression gain is obtained, and compression efficiency of a voice and audio signal is improved.

Compression Decoder Embodiment 2

[0119] FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of a compression decoder according to a second embodiment.
[0120] The compression decoder in this embodiment includes a decoding unit 23, a synthesizing unit 22, and a signal
outputting unit 21. The compression decoder decompresses a parsed coding code stream by using a reverse process
to that of a compression coder. The decoding unit 23 respectively decodes demultiplexed sign information, a demulti-
plexed residual signal and a demultiplexed coding parameter to obtain a decoded sign signal, residual signal and coding
parameter. The synthesizing unit 22 synthesizes the residual signal to obtain an absolute value signal according to the
decoded coding parameter. The signal outputting unit 21 is configured to synthesize the sign signal and the absolute
value signal to obtain an output signal. The compression decoder may further include an inverse mapping unit 25.
[0121] The decoding unit 23 receives the coding parameter, the sign information and the residual signal that are
obtained after the coding code stream is demultiplexed; decodes the coding parameter, extracts a quantization parameter
from the decoded coding parameter to inverse-quantize the demultiplexed sign information to obtain an inverse-quantized
sign signal; and performs entropy decoding on the demultiplexed residual signal to obtain an entropy-decoded residual
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signal. The synthesizing unit 22 receives the entropy-decoded residual signal, and synthesizes a residual signal of each
sampling point to obtain an absolute value signal according to a prediction coefficient or a fixed prediction quantization
parameter in the decoded coding parameter. For example, in short-term LPC prediction, an absolute value signal z(n)

is obtained by a reverse process of obtaining a residual signal  in the compression

coding method; therefore, the synthesizing the residual signal to obtain the absolute value signal may be implemented
in the following manner: 

[0122] In fixed prediction coefficient prediction, the absolute value signal z(n) is obtained by a reverse process of

obtaining the residual signal  in the compression coding method; therefore, the

synthesizing the residual signal to obtain the absolute value signal may be implemented in the following manner: 

and if m = 2 in the preceding formula, 

where 0.25 is the prediction coefficient.
[0123] The signal outputting unit 21 synthesizes the inverse-quantized sign signal output by the decoding unit 23 and
the absolute value signal output by the synthesizing unit 22 to obtain the output signal. If the mapping unit 25 extracts
the mapping coefficient from the coding parameter of the demultiplexed coding code stream, the inverse mapping unit
25 inverse-maps the output signal of the signal unit 21 to obtain an original signal that is input to a coding end. In a
different compression coding embodiment, the coding parameter may include any one or more kinds of the following: a
quantization parameter and a prediction coefficient, or a fixed prediction quantization parameter, a mapping coefficient,
and side information. The coding parameter is placed in the coding code stream through a sign, an identifier, or data,
and is transmitted to a decoding end.
[0124] In addition to this embodiment, other compression decoder embodiments may be implemented by other com-
pression coders in a reverse method to that in each compression coding method embodiment.
[0125] By introducing this embodiment, input signals with different characteristics can be effectively compressed, an
obvious compression gain is obtained, and compression efficiency of a voice and audio signal is improved.
[0126] A compression coding device at a coding end compresses and codes a collected voice and audio signal. The
collected voice and audio signal is received and sent to a compression coder, and through compression and coding,
coded data is output. The coded data and a coding parameter are multiplexed to obtain a coding code stream. The
coding code stream generated by the compression coding device is sent to a decoding end for decompression to restore
an original signal.

Compression Coding Device Embodiment 1

[0127] FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of a compression coding device according to an embodiment.
[0128] In this embodiment, the compression coding device includes a signal receiver 1, a compression coder 2, and
a code stream multiplexer 3. The signal receiver 1 is configured to receive an input signal. The compression coder 2 is
configured to extract sign information of the input signal to obtain an absolute value signal of the input signal; obtain a
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residual signal of the absolute value signal by using a prediction coefficient, where the prediction coefficient is obtained
by prediction and analysis that are performed according to a signal characteristic of the absolute value signal of the input
signal; and code the sign information, the residual signal and a coding parameter. The code stream multiplexer 3 is
configured to multiplex coded and quantized sign information, an entropy-coded residual signal, and the coded coding
parameter of the compression coder to form a coding code stream, and output the coding code stream to a decoding end.
[0129] The compression coder 2 in this embodiment includes a sign extraction unit 11, a prediction unit 12, a residual
calculation unit 13, and a coding unit 14. The sign extraction unit 11 is configured to extract sign information of an input
signal. The prediction unit 12 is configured to obtain a prediction coefficient by prediction and analysis that are performed
according to a signal characteristic of an absolute value signal that is obtained after the sign information of the input
signal is extracted. The residual calculation unit 13 is configured to obtain, according to the prediction coefficient, a
residual signal of the absolute value signal for entropy coding. The coding unit 14 is configured to respectively code the
residual signal, the sign information and a coding parameter.
[0130] In this embodiment, the sign extraction unit 11 of the compression coder extracts the sign information of the
input signal, and processes the input signal, to respectively obtain the sign information and the absolute value signal of
the input signal. The sign extraction unit 11 sends the absolute value signal that is obtained after the sign information
is extracted to the prediction unit 12. The prediction unit 12 analyzes the signal characteristic of the absolute value signal,
determines a prediction coding mode, performs prediction and analysis according to the determined prediction coding
mode to obtain the prediction coefficient, and sends the prediction coefficient to the residual calculation unit 13. The
residual calculation unit 1 uses a predictor corresponding to the prediction coefficient to perform prediction on the absolute
value signal according to a sampling point to obtain a residual signal of each sampling point of the absolute value signal.
The coding unit 14 is configured to code the residual signal, the sign information and the coding parameter. The com-
pression coder 2 outputs the coded sign information and residual signal. The entropy-coded residual information and
the quantized sign information are multiplexed.
[0131] In this embodiment, the compression coder may be implemented through the compression coder embodiments
1 to 4 by using the compression coding method embodiments 1 to 5.
[0132] By introducing this embodiment, input signals with different characteristics can be effectively compressed, and
especially for a signal that fails to be effectively compressed in a conventional prediction method, an obvious compression
gain may be obtained, so that compression efficiency of a voice and audio signal is improved.
[0133] The preceding embodiments may be applied to lossless coding of a voice and audio signal, and may also be
applied to lossy coding or other data compression application.
[0134] Persons of ordinary skill in the art may understand that all or a part of the processes of the method in the
preceding embodiments may be implemented by a program instructing relevant hardware. The program may be stored
in a computer readable storage medium. When the program runs, the processes of the method in the preceding em-
bodiments are performed. The storage medium may be a magnetic disk, an optical disk, a Read-Only Memory (ROM),
or a Random Access Memory (RAM).
[0135] Finally, it should be noted that the preceding embodiments are merely used for describing the technical solutions
of the present invention, but are not intended to limit the present invention. It should be understood by persons of ordinary
skill in the art that although the embodiments of the present invention have been described in detail with reference to
exemplary embodiments, modifications or equivalent replacements may still be made to the technical solutions in the
embodiments of the present invention, however, these modifications or equivalent replacements cannot make the mod-
ified technical solutions depart from the spirit and scope of the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present
invention.

Claims

1. A method for performing compression coding on an input signal, comprising:

extracting sign information of an input signal to obtain an absolute value signal of the input signal;
obtaining a residual signal of the absolute value signal by using a prediction coefficient, wherein the prediction
coefficient is obtained by prediction and analysis that are performed according to a signal characteristic of the
absolute value signal of the input signal; and
multiplexing the residual signal, the sign information and a coding parameter to output a coding code stream,
after the residual signal, the sign information and the coding parameter are respectively coded.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein before the extracting the sign information of the input signal to obtain the
absolute value signal of the input signal, comprising: recognizing that a frame characteristic of the input signal
satisfies a preset condition and/or recognizing that a compression gain obtained by coding the input signal using at
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least one of other ordinary coding modes is smaller than or equal to a preset threshold.

3. The method according to any one of claims 1 and 2, wherein the input signal is a zero-mean signal, and before the
extracting the sign information of the input signal to obtain the absolute value signal of the input signal, further
comprising: mapping the input signal to obtain a zero-mean signal.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the mapping the input signal to obtain the zero-mean signal comprises:

selecting a mean value of the input signal as a mapping coefficient according to distribution of sampling points
of the input signal; and
performing a mapping operation on the input signal and the mapping coefficient to obtain the zero-mean signal.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the obtaining the prediction coefficient by prediction and analysis that
are performed according to the signal characteristic of the absolute value signal of the input signal comprises:

determining a prediction mode according to the signal characteristic of the absolute value signal of the input
signal and according to an environmental parameter, wherein the signal characteristic and the environmental
parameter comprise a frequency spectrum energy characteristic and a noise characteristic of the absolute value
signal, complexity of performing the prediction, or the number of bits required for transmitting the prediction
coefficient; and
performing prediction and analysis on the determined prediction mode to obtain the prediction coefficient.

6. The method according to claim 4, wherein before the multiplexing the residual signal, the sign information and the
coding parameter are respectively coded, comprising:

performing entropy coding on the residual signal;
quantizing the sign information; and
coding the coding parameter, wherein
the coding parameter comprises the mapping coefficient, the prediction coefficient, a quantization coefficient,
or side information.

7. The method according to claim 5, wherein the prediction mode comprises short-term linear prediction coding (LPC)
prediction or fixed coefficient prediction, and a predictor adopting the fixed coefficient prediction is designed as follows: 

wherein m = 0, 1, ..., L. L < (N-1), and N is the length of the input signal;
or expressed mby a prediction value:
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wherein z’(n) is the prediction value of the signal, and the prediction coefficient is 1/2m; or

z’(n) = 0.25*(z(n-1) + z(n-2) + z(n-3) + z(n-4)), wherein z’(n) is the prediction value of the signal, and the prediction
coefficient is 0.25.

8. The method according to claim 1, wherein the obtaining the residual signal of the absolute value signal by using the
prediction coefficient comprises:

wherein z(n) is the absolute value signal, and e(n) is the residual signal.

9. A compression decoding method based on the method for performing compression coding on an input signal ac-
cording to claim 1, comprising:

demultiplexing a coding code stream to obtain sign information, a residual signal and a coding parameter;
synthesizing the residual signal that is entropy-decoded to obtain an absolute value signal; inverse-quantizing
the sign information according to the coding parameter that is decoded to obtain a sign signal; and
synthesizing the absolute value signal and the sign signal to obtain an output signal.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the coding parameter comprises a mapping coefficient, a prediction
coefficient, a quantization parameter, or side information.

11. The method according to claim 9, wherein after the synthesizing the absolute value signal and the sign signal to
obtain the output signal, the mapping coefficient is used to inverse-map the absolute value signal of the output signal.

12. A compression coder, wherein the compression coder comprises:

a sign extraction unit, configured to extract sign information of an input signal;
a prediction unit, configured to obtain a prediction coefficient by prediction and analysis that are performed
according to a signal characteristic of an absolute value signal that is obtained after the sign information of the
input signal is extracted;
a residual calculation unit, configured to obtain, according to the prediction coefficient, a residual signal of the
absolute value signal for entropy coding; and
a coding unit, configured to respectively code the residual signal, the sign information and a coding parameter.

13. The compression coder according to claim 12, wherein, the compression code further comprises a first pre-processing
unit and/or a second pre-processing unit; the first pre-processing unit is configured to recognize that a frame char-
acteristic of the input signal satisfies a preset condition, and send a recognition result to the sign extraction unit;
and the second pre-processing unit is configured to recognize that a compression gain obtained by coding the input
signal using at least one of other ordinary coding modes is smaller than or equal to a preset threshold, and send
the recognition result to the sign extraction unit.

14. The compression coder according to claim 12, wherein, the compression coder further comprises a mapping unit,
configured to map the input signal to obtain a zero-mean signal.

15. The compression coder according to claim 14, wherein the mapping unit comprises:

a coefficient unit, configured to select a mean value of the input signal as a mapping coefficient according to
distribution of sampling points of the input signal; and
an operation unit, configured to perform a mapping operation on the input signal and the mapping coefficient
to obtain the zero-mean signal, and send the zero-mean signal to the sign extraction unit and/or the prediction unit.

16. The compression coder according to claim 12, wherein the prediction unit comprises:
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a mode unit, configured to determine a prediction mode according to the signal characteristic of the absolute
value signal of the input signal; and
a prediction coefficient obtaining unit, configured to perform prediction and analysis on the determined prediction
mode to obtain the prediction coefficient.

17. The compression coder according to claim 16, wherein if a fixed coefficient prediction mode is adopted, a predictor
is designed as follows: 

wherein m = 0,1, ..., L, L<(N-1), and N is the length of the input signal;
or expressed by a prediction value: 

wherein z’(n) is the prediction value of the signal, and the prediction coefficient is 1/2m; or 

wherein z’(n) is the prediction value of the signal, and the prediction coefficient is 0.25.

18. The compression coder according to claim 12, wherein the residual calculation unit obtains, according to the prediction
coefficient, the residual signal of the absolute value signal for entropy coding: 

wherein z(n) is the absolute value signal, and e(n) is the residual signal.

19. The compression coder according to claim 15, wherein the coding unit comprises:

an entropy coding unit, configured to perform entropy coding on the residual signal;
a quantizing unit, configured to perform quantization and coding on the sign information; and
a parameter coding unit, configured to code the coding parameter.
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20. A compression decoder based on the compression coder according to claim 12, wherein, the compression decoder
comprises:

a decoding unit, configured to decode demultiplexed sign information, a demultiplexed residual signal, and a
demultiplexed coding parameter;
a synthesizing unit, configured to synthesize the residual signal according to the decoded coding parameter to
obtain an absolute value signal; and
a signal outputting unit, configured to synthesize the decoded sign signal and the decoded absolute value signal
to obtain an output signal.

21. The compression decoder according to claim 20, wherein, the compression decoder further comprises an inverse
mapping unit, configured to inverse-map an input signal to obtain the output signal.

22. A compression coding device, comprising the compression coder according to any one of claims 12 to 19, and
further comprising a signal receiver, configured to receive an input signal; and a code stream multiplexer, configured
to multiplex sign information, and a residual signal of the input signal, and a coding parameter of the compression
coder to form a coding code stream, after the sign information, and the residual signal of the input signal, and the
coding parameter of the compression coder are respectively coded.
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